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VETERINARIAN COLOUR VERIFICATION FORM 

 
LITTER INFORMATION:   

Breed:  

Date of Birth: 

Pedigree name of Dam: 

Dam ANKC Registration Number: 

Dam Microchip Number: 

 

Pedigree name of the Sire 

Sire ANKC Registration Number: 

Sire Microchip Number: 

 

PUPPY NAME: MICROCHIP NUMBER: COLOUR: 
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

Please refer to page 2 for allowed Colours in the ANKC Breed Standard. 

Declaration to be signed by Veterinarian: 

I, ______________________ from ________________________ clinic, hereby certify that on 

_____ / _____ / 20_____, I inspected the above Litter of puppies and have verified the colour for each puppy. 

 

Signature of Veterinary Surgeon: ____________________________________________ 
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British Bulldog  

ANKC Breed Standard Colour clause 

The colour should be whole or smut (that is, a whole colour with a black mask or muzzle). The 

only colours (which should be brilliant and pure of their sort) are whole colours - viz., brindles, 

reds, with their varieties, fawns, fallows etc., white and also pied (i.e. a combination of white 

with any other of the foregoing colours). Dudley, black and black with tan are extremely 

undesirable colours. 

 

French Bulldog 

ANKC Breed Standard Colour clause 

The only correct colours are: Brindle; Fawn; Pied; 

Brindle – Colour pattern caused by a mixture of black hairs and fawn hairs. White markings 
permitted provided that brindle predominates. Eye rims, eyelashes and lips black. 
Fawn – Clear, self-coloured fawn with or without a black mask. White markings permitted, 
provided that fawn predominates. Cream and red shades less desirable. Eye rims, eyelashes 
and lips black. 
Pied – Brindle Pied: White predominates with brindle patches. (The brindle as defined above). 
Fawn Pied: White predominates with fawn patches. 
Whites are classified with pieds for show purposes. 
In pieds, eye rims, eyelashes and lips should preferably be black. 
 
Any white in the above colours should be clear with no ticking or spots. 
 
All other colours highly undesirable, including solid black, black and white, black and tan, 
mouse, grey/blue, liver/chocolate and all patterns of these colours. 
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